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OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE 
October 29 ,197?  Vol. XXXV Issue No. 4
GLIMMERGLASS
P  A  IÇ jR J J T T  ‘V E R B A T I M
GLIMMERGLASS INTERVIEW DR.  I E S L I E  PAR
On Wednesday October 15th our new Prez graciously consented to an in­
terview by the motley Supetglass commandos in our desheveled, dusty, denffi 
With refreshing openess sparkled with surprising wiLJDr. Parrott blew away 
even the most skeptical and pessimistic of theB’Glassies.” The interview 
lasted approximately an hour. Every word was taped (shades of Milhouse) 
and each word that follows was spoken by “The ManB These are the ques­
tions we assume you would have asked. Do yourself a favor and read what 
follows. You’ll get an insight into this man who has been chosen to lead our 
school.
Questioners were: Sharp, Barnett, Rose,Mashbum, Long, Collins, &Swafford
GLIMMERGLASS: In this interview we would like to examine what you term 
ed in your Founder’s Day address as “The Inner Self.?’ We’d like to let you 
write your own lead here. What are your concerns and aspirations for ONC 
and what is your reaction to the corporate consciousness of the student bo­
dy?
PARROTT: My reaction to the campus and students and a ll.^ floh , mercy,
I hope I can give you what you’re after. I would say that all of my responses 
are positive. I have not found anything that leaves me wondering why do 
they do that kind of a crazy thing, or where did they get this started? I like 
the looks of the students. I am used to a more liberal . dress code, and 
this is such an improvement, and Hthink everbody has an excellent sort of 
attitude. I don’t want to put down any other area, but I’d say that.this is a 
good one. I don’t think it’s a matter of being prudish or ivy league, I think 
it’s a matter of self respect and concern for yourself and oth^gjand if you 
want to protest, not having to do it through your clothes. I’ve been im­
pressed with the openess o f  the students. It seems to me that the level of 
adjustment and maturity is much more than I expected it to be. And I’ve 
been real, real happy a bo ira that. I don’t know if I can think of any area 
where I have disappointment. All of my responses have been positive. I do 
have some hopes and dreams for the college which are not yet crystallized.
H  have lots of hopes in the curriculum area. There are things that I’d love to 
see that I think would increase academic excellence. I’m not putting down 
anything that we’re doing, I want you to be sure of that, but I think there 
are some things that we could do that would increase it. For instance, I’d 
love to see a degree in journalism, maybe a masters degree. I would like to 
see Olivet begin to train the writers for the denomination. JiBt this after­
noon I was going through catalogues fo other institution looking for pro­
grams inthe area of communicatioiKg And only yesterdaj^Ehen I was in
Kansas S t y  with the Head of our Department of Publications and Manager 
of the Publishing House, I discussed with him the possibility o n e  major.
I think they would probably like to have the next writer’s conference on this 
campus if we did. I like the quality offfihe GLIMMERGLASS you people 
turn out. I am impressed with that, come to think of it. I don’t see just an 
enormous drive for protest, and you are positive, for the most part, in what 
you have to say. I think that would be one area.,...joumalisjn.
I would like to see the Department of Religión broaden its scope and in­
crease ¡1 stature. We have some wonderful people imthat department and 
I would like to see some new ones added as we can. I would even like to ex­
plore the possibility of recruiting a “distinguished faculty memberflwith
special qualificati^Bsuch as books heB written, his ability to speak, his 
stature, and so forth. He might even be paid more because of his stature. It 
might help to turn on a lot of people to religionfl I’m thinking of an S.S. 
White chair of theology or something of this sorfl I beleive Dr. Tnieblood 
has filled this kind of post for a number of years at Earlham College.
I’m very interested in having a master o f arts degree in Church Management. 
This w iuld be for Ordained Ministers who are already in the pastorate, and 
have had a minimum number of years experience. I lecture on the dynamics 
- of groups to college students or seminary students, and when I get through 
they don’t have any questions. I can catch the same peoplsjthree or four 
years later after they have been exposed to the problems., and they’re full of
question® I don’t think the area I would like to see covered in a church man­
agement major is now being covered in any other place||íjtnmw the program 
should include a strong emphasis on communications. I don’t think preach^* 
ing is nearly as important as communication. Whatever else he does, Quick 
Millhuff communicates. You doffit ignore mm. You may not like ffl but 
you’re going t il  listen to him. And you’re going to come back for some m orel 
because he communicates-he gets things through to people.
Another area of the church managemenljjdegree would be financp. Lots of 
people are scared to death to finance an operation....how to do it,.Jiow to go 
about it. But, the skill of financing can be developed like any other necess­
ary skill of service. Then I’m interested in the area of long term planning and 
coordination of the total church program. Then I’m very much interested 
in the area of motivation . I’ve taught the college course in motivation for 
several years, and I think a minister who doesn’t know how to motivate 
people has got problems on his hands. At least to know how not to be 
negative in his motivation, is im portantfl
GLIMMERGLASS: You’re kind of in my field there, Dr. Parrott, What 
sort of plan do you have for university status?
PARROTT: None. I think it would be great and I think that when it comes 
E t will come natural®. I don’t want to push it ahead of its time. I’d love to 
have a school of theology, if God was w illing! think a school of music.. 
we have a school of nursing. It would be a natural thing to separate out ed- 
ucationHLand education will come back stronger again one of these days. 
Everything goes in cycles. And at that time, I think we’re ready to think 
about it, but when I see places like Taylor University with 1300 students 
calling themselves a university, I thinkE’s unfortunate. And I love Taylor 
and I love their president-heE a great guy, in case he’s listening. I had din­
ner with him in Washington D.C. when we were mere in a meeting not long 
ago, but any way you look at it, it is not a university. And, in our eagerness 
I don’t want to push it faster than it ought to come. I think it will come 
naturally when the time is good.
Parrott photos by C o llin s
- ______________________
w m m m
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GLIMMERGLASS: Do you have any specific planned improvement if any 
for like the philosophy deparment or the psychology deparment, and thereon 
what do you think of Wellman Lab?
PARROTT: Of what?
GLIMMERGLASS: Wellman laboratory. A shack building they have over 
there.
PARROTT» haven’t seen it. Where is it located.
GLIMMERGLASS: Just on the other side of campus, behind Reed. 
PARROTT: You mean that old storebuilding.
GLIMMERGLASS: Yes, that’s it.
PARROTT: I didn’t know it was even used. I thought it was storage. No,
I have no plans, except I am very high on psychology. I think psychology 
and religion are corollaries that go parallel with each other, and I think it 
is sad when students are taught theology and are taught Bible, and are never
GLIMMERGLASS: I heard we don’t have an art major at this time because 
of a state requirement which makes «necessary to draw a nude human . . 
body. Y aoo? t.í?.
taught human understanding.Kpoke yesterday in KansBCity to a lunch­
eon meeting of about 350 seminary and faculty people. They are going to 
be pastors of tomorrow, and I think their training is great, I ju stffln ’t think 
it’s complete. I think that unless you know how to take theology and ap­
ply it to human situations and human predicaments, and know what human 
nature is, you have one arm tied behindRou and you’re out there fighting 
your battle that f a y .»  think flturned a corner in my ministry when I add­
ed the dimensión of human understanding that I got in my doctoral pro­
gram. And therefore, I am very high on psychology and I’d like to see it 
a strengthened department and increase the number of students enrolled in 
it substantially. I don’t believe we have a professor in clinical psych, and I 
hope we will have one someday.
In Philosophy, we are going to bring Dr. Oscar Reed as a special professor 
in January. He is a top notch teacher and will help us over a rough spot 
while we are negotiating to bring a new person onto the faculty next year.
GLIMMERGLASS: Steve Carter?
PARROTT: No, I don’t think so, but I could be wrong. Dr. Snowbarger 
could tell you.
GLIMMERGLASS: In the area of psychology, have you had to apply any 
in dealing with Ecclesiastical pressure, or have you had any?
PARROTT: I tend to kind of Uve and let live and roU my head back and 
breathe fresh air, and let the chips faU where they will. I don’t fight a de­
fensive battle. I’m not under bondage. I’m at a stage in my life such that 
I’m not on trial. WeU, yesterday, my son in seminary didn’t know I was 
going to speak to the student body. I called him after I got down there.
He said, “Oh, dad. That’s the most critical audience in the world.” And I 
said, “I’m not on trial here, I’m here to help them if I can.” I don’t mean
that impudently. I just Uve and let Uve and hold my head up and hope people 
Uke me. But if they don’t, I don’t lose any sleep over it. I try to be nice to 
everybody, and be spiritual, and love the Lord and love the church, and let it 
be.
GLIMMERGLASS: Some of the students were wanting to know if and when 
it would be possible to have an art major at OUvet.
PARROTT: The art major l  am interested in at OUvet would be tied into Com­
mercial Art somewhere. I think the time is at hand when a student wants to 
be able to make a Uving at Art when he has graduated. The art majors that 
are now available in most liberal arts coUeges are esoteric. The graduate is 
still required to go through long lean years in a garrett somewhere before he 
finally sells enough of his work to create a demand for himself. But, this 
discussion is reaUy pre-mature. I have not talked with the people in the art 
department. They may faint when they hear this. I respect them and would 
want to work with them, and not in opposition to their ideas.
PARROTT: Oh, reaUy? No, no that comes under the catagorey of rumor. 
That’s what somebody is hoping. I get all reved up about rumorsRlmay 
talk about them in chapel someday.: I’ll wait until February. That’s the low 
spot of the yearRsn’t that right? Everybody’s overeaten, and they’re broke 
and Ihev’rJ^ lk R ou  know. Everything is wrong in February-cabin fever 
and aU. And then that’s when the rumors get started. One fellow did some 
study on rumors and wrotRt in a mathematical equation that R=IxL; which 
is rumor equals intensity of interest multjpUed by lack of information»and 
I sure do belflve that. Some guys say R  think I heard someone sam...and 
it gets translated thitflt came from the Dean’s office. _
GLIMMERGLASS'You said something about getting a professor of high 
stature and maybe paying him a little inore. What is your general Bew  of 
the professor’s present pay?
PARROTT: I think it’s about like most o f our colleges, but I haVen’t looked 
at it, so I don’t know.
GLIMMERGLASS: You mean Nazarene Colleges?
PARROTTrYes, This does not mean that it’s enough. ENC pays the high­
est salaries, but they also have the highest cost of living in the Continental 
United States. .-'.¡’¡■'Apr-' ^B *~ssé—
GLIMMERGLASS:Thisyeartherearek)tsoffreshmengirlsWhóaré'having
to live in study rooms, etc. Is there any plan to have a cut-off number on -'g 
enrollment?
PA ^R yTT: Oh, no. We serve our constitüency almóSÍlike á átate unlvfe-' 
sity in that regard. The University of Illinois has a Very difficult time turn­
ing down any resident in the state. I heard they had them sleeping in sleep­
ing bags in the lounges for the first few days down there. This is because a 
person is not going to pay his taxes in the State of Illinois fqr eighteen years 
and then have his son or daughter rejected because there is not room enough 
for them. And a Nazarene son or daughter who has graduated from an a o f l  
credited high school with a descent average, is not going to be turned down 
by us if we can help it. We had a meeting all afternoon on that just today, 
and were talking about ways in which we could devélope housing thatHnj 
flexible. The kind I would like to see would not be any more dormitories 
like Parrott Hall, or the likes of it for a good while. But ^ rather go the route 
of apartments that open onto a central hall, and then you have flexibility.
If you don’t need them for single students, they can rent them to married 
students. They just turned the dirt on the one that I worked hard on at 
ENC last year. They’re going tfl have 56 apartments, and it will be on four 
floors with an elevator, so you could haR, say, the first floor for senior 
girls, and the second floor Hmld be for some thing else, and you have all kinds
of flexibility. I think this is what R takes because there is no way in the 
world we can know exacmy how many are coming. As long as you have too 
many rooms nobody worries except the business manager and myself be­
cause we’ve got to make the payments. But if we have one kid more than 
we’ve got room for, then everybody’s excited and there’s no way in the 
world you can come out even; it’s like the jam and the bread.
GLIMMERGLASS: Do you have any plans concerning traffic management?
PARROTT: No, no real plans, except I’d like to see all the traffic kept on 
the perifery. I’d like to see....wherejire we here....this street right out here... 
I don’t know what they call it. . ¡.
GLIMMERGLASS: Williams Street.
PARROTT: OK. I’d like to see some great big potted trees put across that 
thing and make a mall out of it, and put benches in there and this sort of 
stuff. And leave just enough for a truck to come in and back up here to 
Ludwig. Also, close off the one that goes down by Chapman so that you 
could ride bicycles and walk all in there. I’d like to have it so you can view 
the perifery of the campus in a car, but park out. And I can hardly stand 
these parking lots. But, it all takes dollars, getting that news this afternoon 
about having red figures, doesn’t help irie any. There’s no panB or anything 
like that, but I mean I’ve got to cope with it as over against a nice surplus, 
then I might have said, well, w ell take the first $50,000 and put beautiful . 
lights and shrubbery out here in the parking lots. But now I’m going to have 
to wait until spring and see how we come out at the end. I have a $100,000 
contingency the president has in the budget, and I’ve told the administrators 
that if we can get by through the year and not have to spend that, then we 
will spend it on projects.^^^^^^H
GLIMMERGLASS: By contingency do you mean liability?
PARROTT: No, no, no. We would need an entire interview if you would 
want to go into the finances of the college. The main bulk of funds spent on 
operation is called the education and general fund, which in the short hand 
of business managers is called E.G. If there are six:'different funds in the E. 
G. wfiicmcover instruction, library, maintenance, student personneljdevelop- 
ment and administration, then there is a seventh column which is for costs 
which cannot be budgeted in adfflnce, such as heavy maintenance expense 
which results from disasters. This money which is saved for this purpose is 
called a contingency. If it is not needed during the year, then it may be 
spent for projects.
GLIMMERGLASS: Will the additional students that we have here this year 
ease our finances any?
PARROTT: Oh, it’s going to save our livesBWe’re not in financial trouble, 
but we don’t have the excess I was hoping for. I was hoping for a nice chunk 
to use in paving and landscaping the parking lots. This might cost $50,000 
to do it right. And I don’t want to do it, if we can’t do it right. I’d rather 
just put down fresh gravel and go another year.
GLIMMERGLASS: The issue that we hear constantly discussed is security, 
what are your views?
PARROTT: Well security is like happiness, it’s all comparitive. Ultimate se­
curity is to go into a building and lock the door. And stay there. And not 
go out. In big cities in the east, that’s just what they do. It’s very difficult 
to get people out after dark. You don’t know how well off we are. I drive 
home through what, I guess, we’d call a ghetto, everyday, every night. I go 
and don’t think a thing about it, because it looks like Hallelujah Boulevard 
compared to what I’ve been used to in the last five years, where the ghetto 
houses are five stories high, with common walls between them.
I preached in the ghetto of an eastern city on a Sunday morning, and the 
pastor offered to walk me to my car at the end of the service. You might 
have thought my car was a quarter of a mile down the road , or down the 
street in back of a row of tenements. Actually it was about fifty feet from 
the door of the church. They lock the door of the church with a key when 
they are ready to start the service.
So, security becomes a comparitive thing and of course, I want security. I 
worry about it in my house. I lock the doors very securely at night and I keep 
hoping that it’s going to change in America, and that the problems that we 
have of the lack of respect fof people’s lives and etc. will change. I think that 
as far as the campus here is concerned, on security, about all I know to do is
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take a cue from the dean of students on what is needed and what is logical- 
what works for us. One of my desires, incidently, is to put up some entrances 
to this campus. I think it would be great if we had entrances something like 
the Berkeley Campus in California which includes a south gate, north gate, 
and west gate. Another thing that we’re doing, they’re supposed to deliver 
new lights to campus. Fve walked through it with Mr. Tripp, and I’ve show« \  
him where I feel the lights should go up, and we’re getting quite a system. I 
think that light is the best deterent. .
GLIMMERGLASS: With the road construction do you thinK there will be 
a need for a foot bridge to Goodwin Hall?
PARROTT: Where is Goodwin?
GLIMMERGLASS: It’s right across from your o ffice |S
PARROTT: Oh, I am sure that has been taken into consideration, but I 
don’t have an adequate answer for you. I know they’re going to install new ' 
stoplights at Olivet and Main, and another light at the intersection on the 
curye. It has already been voted by thé village council. With these two 
lights so Rose together, there should be adequate traffic breaks to allow the 
students and faculty to cross without much difficulty between Goodwin 
and our main entrance.
GLIMMERGLASS: Is there any point in promulgating a Victorian hair and 
dress code? '
PARROTT: Probably not. I’m not hung up on it personally. The first year 
' I’m here I’ve just taken a stand that I’m going to keep it like Dr. Reed had it 
until I get a chance to take hold o f it, because, if we start making changes 
piecemeal, I think I’ll get a bear by the tail. Who was it that asked me about 
constituency? When I bleed, I  want to bleed for something worthwhile, not 
just anything, and, you know, I don’t fuss at you about the way yours looksv.
I don’t know if you want it longer than that or not, but I don’t think it 
would help you any. But, that’sH ..incidentally, are you aware in the east 
that’s changed now? The battle’s all over.....it’s the Halderman look.
GLIMMERGLÀSSBoh, boy!
PARROTT: No joke, in New York, that’s the new look, and I was in Boston
gtting in the Ritz Carlton, which S m y favorite place to eat, there in the 
coffee shop, and these Harvard types were walking by and they were allMlI .
GLIMMERGLASS: Do you mean Ralph Halderman?
PARROTT: I don’t know which Halderman you mean; the one that was in 
Washington. They won’t call it a burr-head, it’s a short trim, and very close 
to your head.
GLIMMERGLASS: I agree with that, but it seems like an abridgement of 
personal freedom. On registration day the local barber shops are full.
PARROTT: Well, I’d hoped that you wouldn’t press the point too much this 
year, and give us a chance to kind of get hold of things. As I said, I’m not 
personally hung up over it, but I do know that the midwest is different from 
some other areas, but I like it this waB I hope we will not rock the boat 
until we rock it over something worthwhile. And when you start talking 
about abridgement o f freedom, that’s a whole new philisophical discussion Jj| 
and I’d be real pleased-to go into it with you, but I don’t know if we ran 
get into it here tonight. That’s what I talked to the seminary boys about
\
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I THINK WE EITHER NEED SOCCER GAMES OR FOOTBALL, OR. BOTH*
yesterday. Because I think some o f the saddest...,here we’re getting into it, 
but it’s sad to see a fellow in graduate school getting ready to pastor church­
es fighting the battle o f identity and freedom and so forth. I think these are 
things that ought to beworked out otherwise.
GLIMMERGLASS: How would you compare the autonomy of ENC as op­
posed to ONC-cultural differences of the mid-west as opposed to the east 
coast. How substantial is the control o f the school by the constituency?
PARROTT: I think it is about the same. The battle lines may be drawn at 
some different places. ENC is located in Boston which has 300,000 college 
students and the most liberal colleges, probably in the world, are located 
. there, and our kids get a fall-out o f that whether they want it or not. They 
can’t help it. They get on the streets, and they’re full of these kids, and it 
affects their attitude, their way of thinking and so forth, but most of the 
constituency is not in Boston. Most of the constituency is out there in 
Pennsylvania and down in Virginia, and that’s just like it is here.
GLIMMERGLASS: Where did they draw the battle lines?
PARROTT: Oh, mercy. I don’t know. I don’t know what the battle lines 
are here. I think the standards o f the Church of the Nazarene are not that 
different from area to area.
GLIMMERGLASS: What about Associated Student Government? How 
autonomous is it really? Have you dealt with that in any great degree?
PARROTT: You mean here? As far as I can tell it’s autonomous, but there’s 
a limit. Nothing in this wide world is autonomous since that is nothing more 
than anarchy. -
. * ' *• ■ - ■ ■ 9 E " ... 1 *
GLIMMERGLASS: In your opinion how much autonomy should they have?
PARROTT: Oh, mercy. Probably not too much. I guess that’s a dumb ans­
wer, isn’t it? I don’t really know for sure. I guess I really hadn’t thought of 
it in those terms. I’m realistic about student government. Students come 
and go. I’ve seen guys run for office and get elected who really are almost . 
doing it out of protest. Or perhaps they had some one thing in mind they 
wanted to get their say-on, and they spent their energy on it. Then next year 
they are gone and all o f a sudden the student government got an entirely 
different complexion than it had the year before, so I shrug my shoulders 
and live in peace with all of them, and next year there will be another group. 
That’s terrible, I guess, to say that, but it sort of works that w aysB y the 
time you’re getting into the spring, you’re starting to elect your successors 
and you’re a while in the fall getting started, so you only have a short span 
in there. And the people who come to talk to me about ¡«students, I always
tell them to pick out two or three things, preferably one thing, that would 
be positive and good, and give your energies to it so you can make a mark of 
some sort that’s useful. I think it’s sad to have a student government that 
just does 9 year of protesting. I don’t expect that.
GLIMMERGLASS: What about rising tuition rates?
PARROTT: I don’t have any ideas at this point. Everything else in this wide 
world has gone up, so I don’t see why tuition would not also. Why should 
we expect tuition to stay at the same level when everything else we have to 
pay for is increased. Our costs are among the lowest in the Nazarene Colleges. 
One of our schools is at S3000, and another at approximately $3100, and both 
of them are increasing their charges for next year. I really think we get a 
good bargain at Olivet for dollars expended.
.. s
GLIMMERGLASS: Do we have space for 2000 students?
* -
PARROTT: According to where they are and how many of them are commu­
ting, how many of them are boarding students. No, that’s sort of what our 
meeting was about today. Let’s assume we can have 2000 this year, Where 
would we put them? Would we be going to the outside? I think it will have 
to be according to the faculty whether we increase or not. This is a fairly 
lean year on faculty, and one o f the reasons was my request last FebruaryH  
not to hire anyone you don’t really need, so that I have a great group of fac­
ulty coming in new at the same time I’m coming in new. I’d like to be here a 
year and get to know the school before we start hiring very many additional 
faculty. So, then the faculty is probably a bit lower than it will be next year.
GLIMMERGLASS: In your Founder’s Day message, you alluded to past re­
lationships with the Catholics. Could you be a little more specific?
PARROTT: Well, the first summer we were here in 1940 ,1 can well remember 
the local people coming down and looking through the windows of the chapel. 
They’d never seen a Nazarene before. To have seen us in a district assembly 
singing and waving our hands and all that....you know they had never seen 
anything like that. As far as I know, there was nevei; any unpleasantness. No,
I meant Catholics in the general population. For the last fifteen years there 
has been much more openess and acceptance on both sides among Catholics., 
and Protestants.
GLIMMERGLASS: What was your major stumbling block or problem when 
you were here in school?
PARROTT: I don’t know, those were difficult days with lots of stress. Be- 
' cause, even when the college burned down and all this, that didn’t keep 
people’s emotions from being uptight. And they moved from one location to 
another and my father got the full credit, for that move, even though it was 
a matter of circumstances. He had to do something to rescue the college, 
and I was the president’s k i l  and I think that some people got at odds with 
me. I think that bugged me more than anything else.
GLIMMERGLASS: That was when you were a student here?
1
PARROTT: Yea, yea, but it wasn’t anything serious; I had a great time.
There were only 300 of us in-those days so it was a different deal altogether.
I don’t know that I had to contend with anything as I think back on it now, 
but I think I was fighting the same things that every kid is that does any
thinking.__trying to decide who I am, where I’m going, and why I’m doing
what I’m doing. That’s life.
GLIMMERGLASS: Social affairs have been one of the big issues on campus. 
Every Friday you can see students lined up with their suitcases.
PARROTT: I don’t like that. I  think we either need soccer games or foot- , 
ball, or both. We don’t have a fall sport* and I miss it. I’m used to a big 
soccer game every Saturday afternoon. If we don’t have it on campus JH 
everyone goes to another campus. It’s a big deal, and I think we should do 
that. I’ve looked through the yearbook, and I’m not against this party bit, 
but I’m not that used to parties. And I think it’s terrific that we have a 
great Halo ween party and other socials. I’ve figured it out finally that be­
comes something of an alternative for these Saturday afternoon, inter­
collegiate athletic events
GLIMMERGLASS: Is the social life, in your opinion much different at ENC 
as compared to ONC? .
PARROTT: No, no it’s no different at all. The basic difference is a highly 
industrialized eastern seaboard city. One person out of four in the United 
States lives within 500 miles of Boston. There are people wall to wall. The 
subways came within about three minutes of the college, and you were in 
the middle of.. J |  *
GLIMMERGLASS: Three blocks from the ocean.
PARROTT: Yea, the ocean is dirty. Or you’re liable to get mugged. All 
this kind of thing. I don’t think the people are that different, it’s the settings 
in which we live. I’ve lived at Northwest at Nampa. At noon, I’ve stood out 
there in the main street and looked up and down in both directions and 
didn’t see a car moving. I’d go banannas. Nampa’s got one of the best pro­
grams for kids on weekends that I know of. They haye to. Olivet is some­
where in between’these two extremesplThink we should have a good solid 
social program for Friday and Saturday nights.
GLIMMERGLASS: Is there any chance of adding more courses to the se­
condary education program?
PARROTT: I hope so lD r . Snowbarger has almost complete control of the 
process for adding these courses. I really turn that to him. I am very much 
interested in special ed., and I think we need to do more in the administra-
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‘THERE iI n OTHING IN THIS WORLD, INCLUDING THE DEVIL THAT IS ALL BAD, AT LEAST HE’S A HARD W ORKER®
tion than' yte hnve noRdope,-:and I’m sold on edi^M on as a background.,
It will prepare you for nearly apythinge^qypuwant to do. And anybody 
that graduates f t  edRation and finds ougthH  doRt like it, that time 
hasn’t been wasted. ¿Youtknow that studies show the Ig |||v ives who make 
the best adjustment in jparriagf are girl^ who have graduated in education 
and have two to four years teaching before tl^Rget married. I know a 
number o f ministers who started off teaching, and then shifted. If any­
body doesn’t know what to take ffllw ays encourage them to take educa­
tion. It will make a good car salesman o R  of you; it will help you in near- 
By anything. You take, educational psych - social psych, and these things 
that are beautiful.. ,The answer to your question is yes, but go see Dr. 
Snowbarger.
GLIMMERGLASS: Are there any plans for a doctoral program?
PARROTT: No. There will be no doctoral programs. They are terribly ex­
pensive and I would feel like we were jeopardizing the undergraduaffl pro­
gram E w e added that burden, b u ll  hope we get additional masteR degree 
programs as we are ready for them.
GLIMMERGLASS: How much freedom do you think the paper should 
attempt to exercise?
PARROTT: I don’t think it’s a matter of freedom, I think it is a matter o f  
whether you are positiR orBegative. I wish all toe people who write their 
protest lfltors that are publMied in your columnsfiould take a course in 
writing prot^® tters because there is nothing iRthis world incmding the 
devil, that is all bad. At least he’s a hard worker. Everything» got some­
thing good about it. And if  they’re upset with Melvin Meyers about his 
traffic stuff, or somebody.......no I think ms all right to bemegative, but
let’s give people their just due. If you don’t like the food oS 'ou  don’t like 
the president, or you don’t like the campus or Curt Brady or what have 
you, you can start by telling somethingBorthwhile. Then ifia guy is hon-l 
est at that p o ^ B l feel like I cangisteiSto his criticism. But, when a per- 
. son just takes a verbal emotional blast at a guy like Melvin Meyers, Hiat 
I’ve lRown for Bp years..Mever did a mean thing in his Ufe...,...juj| a le­
galist, thaR alH and tlfirs what makes him tE fu l. We had a gal aCENC 
doing that and she wasn’t worth shooting because she forgave eveRbod;^B 
We said , let us do R e forgiving. Bf the kids B id her, I have a bone in my-1 
leg and" it made me late, she’d say that’^ p  right. Melvin M ey^ÉdpÆ ’t
do that and so I think that.^ ^R l didn’t mean teaget started on Melvin; 
S f m  not here to make a pitch for him,, I jiM happened to read a letter 
that Bruce, wasn’t it Bruce Banks or somebody I think it was who wrote 
it?
GLIMMERGLASS: I don’t think he was talking about Mr. Meyers in par­
ticular in that instance.
PARROTT: He might not have been.
GLIMMERGLASS: Do you believe there is a situation here where such 
things become an issue unnecessarily?
PARROTT: Probably, I really don’t know to be lronest with you. I haven’t 
g o B  any tickets y e n  I may, and I probably deserve themHAre we about 
finished for now?
B .....and so ended tha^fflemcfflable hour with “The Man” in our desheveled,
dusty den. Thanks Les for the best imE^BewBet!
Editorial
Last Saturday night, my chick and I celebrated her birth­
day by going o u n o  eB  at a rather nice English steak house. 
We were seated ^Rhe corner of a rather large room next to a 
large and a small table. At the small tabMwereHvo couples* 
of middle aged people, including one obese female who was 
drunk. That in itself nearlR took my appetitR We ordered 
two K erB R ton^ H ^ B  an(l proceeded m  retrieve our salads 
from the plentiful salad bar. We were soon enjoying the fresh 
salad; that is we were enjoying it unfil the aroraBof the blue 
cheese dressing was conBfflBSted by the disgusting B e l l  of 
grade one tobacco — that’s right Brbage cigarettes. One 
would think th R  would haB the <Hnmon courtesy" in a rest 
aurant of that caliber to at^^R  smoke grade threeHbacco. 
Grade one tobacco is basically the trash of the tobacco cropH 
from which cigarettes are made. When I saw cigarettes 
hanging from the lips of some of those round about me, I 
was immediately aware o f  the fact that- they were people 
displaying pseudo-class, which interpreted means no class at 
all.
Not wanting to make the evening a more distasteful occa- 
sionl I decided not So confiscate the burning weedSjand 
proceed to implant them in the ears of the smokersin ques­
tion — ash end Rrst. So, I took the alternative mqfsure that 
seemed in order M the w R . I asked our waiter» there was 
another table where we might enjoy the suRulenCteaks we 
were about to receive «Rhout enduring the stench. Of 
course, there were none available.
There is no feeling qtflte like paying sixteen dollars on a 
student’s budget for a steak dinner, o n »  to have it taste 
like’ the best of Burger Chef, because of thoughtless slobs 
who lave no taste of class.
There are bills now being considered in Congress that 
would protect the rights of non-smokers against the abuse 
of insensitive moronsBcancer can d id a tR !w  h o smoke in  ^
public eating establishm ent etc. If I sound tiB ecf _we«B 
you’re right I’m still thinking ab^B B iS uudcs 1 spent for 
that steak dinner, and the Campbell’s gbup in my cupboard— , 
it all tastes about the saure thanks'‘to th ,^ ladies who had to 
¡feel..as though they, had “come a long way, baby” by 
smoking their garbage sticks at the table.
I f  you feel the same about this as I do, write your 
^Congressman and protect yourself.
L E T T E R
Dear Mr, Editor:
It happend^Bes^fla Christian 
»college! vyhile l w asR tff i lunch 
this week, and unused
R ilm  were res ting on the shelves 
H i  the cafeteria. When I picked 
R ip  the 1 ^ ^  the film was gone.
Even though t h i ^ ^ B  a small 
■ lem , it’s the principle that 
matters.
Why shouldH. be necessary 
|S R S ff lto  padllock his belong­
ings while he enjoys his meHR
Was I surprised? Not really, 
j f c i j ^ n c e  $40 was ^R len  
Rom  my | |® i  plus | | l U trom my 
; roommate. .
One may say that though 
th i^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B B o lle g ite v e ry -  . 
one isn’t a j^ ^ K la n . Does this 
fexfipg’ theft? 1 didn’t realize 
non-Ch^Rans were exRsed 
from sin.
This m aH eem  a bit 
but it’s quite discouraging when 
you ^ H t  trust your fellow Hu- 
dents. And bit rediem
lous when one to b a r j^ ^ H
door — even if it’s onljRo take a
shower. Couldnflwe have a bit 
m o l  r e s ||| |t  ■ each other as 
well f lfo r  our belongingfflR
EDITOR’S NOTE:
The GUmmerglassIgtaff 
would like to take this op­
portunity to extend our 
congratulations to Dawn 
Campbell ( my secretary 
and officijtypist) and Ed 
Thomas on their recent 
engagement. This 
B dro*,”:" R[ v/ ii ice
^ m g  like flies.
Announcing the opening of the new n -'ni-
’ ONCyj .
COUNSELING CENTER >; t:di bnf r 
Location: Chapman ^ ^ B o r th  doB Phone hour service)
Office Hours :Bo;3 0 -B :90 every day
1:30-3:00 M m, Wed J r i .
. A dditio^H ours by a p R q tn H t
For fftRe information: Visif^MCenter
Ask your R.A or RD 
Ask ^Ludw ig Info Desk
■ :O U N * I N G  WITH A CHRISTIAN PURPOSE
Hi! I’m Duane Mariage. Welcome to Chapman Hall 
And now for a few of the rules
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Rip Off
Ihe Cafeteria Ciit-up
by Bruce Brian
“Time is money! Therefore, 
money is time.’gf  ^This is your 
perfect example of a “who sed 
it—who cares?” quote. N ow! 
I’m not a student of quotations, 
but this particular one provides 
an adequate theory for this 
week’s rip-off — the multitude 
of people engaged in the “inno-l 
cent” crime of line cutting in the 
cafeteria.
Since this column is dedicated 
to looking out for the student’s 
money, it is only fair to look out 
for wasted portions of the stu­
dent’s time as well. Example 
number one: the student walks 
into the cafeteria and is instantly 
shocked by a line of Olivetiansl 
that winds past the windows by 
the bricks and into the coat 
room. “Hmmm,” says our friend J  
“If  I wait in line, I’ll never get 
out in time to see the Batman 
re-runs!” So he cuts in line with 
his, friend who is about twelve 
people from the_ door.
Agreed, perhaps this example 
is a little hard to take, but let’s 
{day a substitution game, ex­
changing the reasons. How 
abou l| “I’ve got to study to­
night,’’jpFve a date at seven,” or 
three of these sound like phony- 
balloney excuses and cheap ra­
tionalizations, then you are pro­
bably one of the few honest 
people left on campus. If, on 
the other hand, you are quite 
upset after reading this . and 
totally disagree by defending 
line cutting to the hilt, then you 
are ¡guilty and your sentence 
shall be long suffering at the 
hands of your classmates on 
whom you have imposed.
It’s quite humorous when you 
think about it: grown men and 
women confused, thinking they 
are still in high school, waiting 
until Mrs. Carter turns her back 
and then scampering to the front 
o f the lineBcutting in. It’s 
humorous, that is, if you have 
the time to be pushed further and 
further back by a bunch of gross 
pigs w h ld o n T  care how rude
they are. If you stand in line at 
a typical evening meal, your 
average time spent waiting to eat 
is approximately half an hour. 
Anyone who waits in line is 
aware that you may lose ten to ( 
fifteen _ minutes a meal to our 
D L tter-bro thers.9  Let’s take 
lunch and dinner as examples: 
ten minutes a meal means twenty 
minutes each day. Let’s say that 
you would use this time to work 
on campus at your job. This 
means that over two hours each 
week of potential earning power 
are lost. At the going Olivet pay 
rate, lineEuttegawould now cost 
the student over three and one 
half dollars weekly or seven 
dollars per pay check. Suddenly,.; 
we realize how much of a crime 
is being committed "every day. 
Time is money becomes all too 
real.
The worst offenders have to be 
the groups of five or six guys or 
usually three girls who work their 
way from the back to the front 
of the line by flirting and talking 
to their “friends.’l  Last night J  
between the stairs and line 
checkers at least ten of these 
groups gave demonstrations in 
Olivet etiquette. Now I can see 
a girl going up and waiting with 
hdilboyfnend (after all, whatl 
else can you do but talk during 
the forty-five minute wait?), but 
- this is the one exception.
My personal favorites are the 
people who brazenly walk right 
to the line c h e c k e l table, flash 
an Ultra Brite smile, and say, 
■ ‘Sorry but I’ve got to work and I 
can’t be late, etc,, etc,” Tough 
lu ck ,jn y  friend! Try dressing- 
and coming to dinner a half 
hour earlier and waiting it out 
with the rest of us!
Strangely enough, the problem 
of cutting only worsenedHfter 
the recent revival. Apparently, 
conscience.dwells not upon those 
things which are saturated with 
corfpnience and looked upon as 
a popular thing to do. “Thou 
shalt not. steel,” a familiar yet 
overlooked commandment.
Hear Dr. LESLIE PARROTT 
Sunday November 2 
Morning Worship Service
FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE 
1000 N. Entrance—Kankakee
Sunday School-9:30 a.m. Worship-10:30 a.m. 
Youth Group 6:00 p.m. Evangelistic 7 p.m.
Great Singing..;..! Dynamic Preaching 
Warm, Friendly Atmosphere
Board our Bus at Nesbitt HaD 15 minutes 
before each service
-  & /
PASTOR
SCHOOL
Whether you’re an undergra­
duate in business or liberal arts, 
you should consider the advan­
tages o f a Busiij^g or Manage­
ment Graduate Degree. |g  could 
be your entry into the career of 
your c h o ic e ,p im p ly  a cBitin- 
uation of a well-rounded higher 
education.
Representatives Brom  62 
prestigious Graduate Schools- 
th roughoulthe U.S. will be 
gathered under one roof, in C h i | 
cago’s Conrad r Hilton H otel* 
You’ll meet the Directors of 
Admissions from an assortment 
R )f fine schoolsjfrom the Univer-I 
sity of Dlinois to Harvard to 
Stanford! Be there 9n: October 
3 0  — #2:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m.,
October 31 — 10:30 am.-8:30 
p.m., and November 1 — 10:00 
a.m.-3:00 p.m.
It’s your opportunity to have 
your questions answered on a 
one-to-one basis. Ran now to 
attend this f r e l ‘One Stop Inter­
viewing” Conference at the Con­
rad Hilton Hotel in Chicago from 
October 30 to November 1. fo r  
additional i n f o r m c o n t a c t  
the placement office by writing 
to Patricia B. Woods, Fair Coor­
dinator, Northwest University, 
Leverone Hall, Evanston, Illinois 
60201.
PROF. PROFILÉ
by Miriam Dill
H A s  a professor working 
with students or with anybody, I 
try to create an environment 
where people will grow into a 
deeper understanding aoT God’s 
plan for their lives» said Dr. 
Galen Boehme, professor of 
Freshman Composition^ He said 
that he tries to create an en­
vironment where people will. 
'¡grow even if he has to bear the 
¡brunt of their mistakes. The 
professor concluded that this 
creates patience and tolerance,; 
therefore, his philosophy is a 
life based on wide compassion 
but a; narrow discipline.
Dr. Boehme received his 
Bachelor’s Degree from Kansas 
State Teacher’s C o lleg e rs  Emjij 
poria, Kansas. He received his 
Master’s of Arts Degree from the 
•University of Utah an d jlpom l 
pleted his PhD in English E d u l  
cation at tbe University of Kan­
sas in 1974.
As a professor in his second 
year of teaching at Olivet, Dr. 
Boehme said the thing that satis­
fies him about Olivet is the stu­
dents; he said that he has never 
seen such a high interest and 
motivational level before. He
further added that tjusvwas 
brought about by a new aware- , 
ness and close sensitivity through 
the Holy Spirit.
When the tall professor is not . 
teachingBie^plays the organ ji t  ' 
the Congregational United Church ; 
of Christ in Aroma Park, spon­
sors Olivet’s Circle K Club, and 
write freelance and professional s 
articles.
_ Organ music is Professor 
Boehme’s special love. He pre­
fers the classical arrangement o f l  
hymns J a n  example being “I : 
Walked Today Where Jesus 
Walked.’«
■ ■  “When a person performs his 
music —( p h e  is smiggg and ex-1 
presses his conviction I  I can 
enjoy ||j  because it is enjoyment ; 
to the person performing.” 
Originally from a farm in 
Western Kansas, Prof. Boehme’s 
summers are spent farming the^e 
—this furnishes the subject matter 
for most of his arames. He 
believejevery professor has to go 
beyond his classroom ¡¡¡¡order to 
see the interaction of people; by 
farming in the summer, and 
working with people outside the : 
classroom, he accomplished this 
.task.
HARRY WHITEHORSE
by Jolene Mills
Whoever thought that a self-, 
taught Winnebago Indian could * 
successfully make it as an artist? 
Harry Whitehorse- did. He’s 
coming to Olivet Friday, October 
24-25 to show just what has 
given him the title of success. 
He will be showing his own metal 
sculpjres, paintings, basket 
weaving, Indian bead-work, Bid 
one | H  his most outstanding 
achievements, automotive design.
H B y  went to Madison Tech, 
Wis., where h # |ia rn ed  how to 
weld .steel and aluminum. He 
took his talents-® a Madison art 
school where he studied oil paint­
ing and became a metal sculpter. 
Because he would B e d  to know 
' how . to upholster his caM he 
found a job in an upholstery - 
shop and learned all he could 
about the sub jisB  Since he 
already know the high costs of 
automobile parts, he worked in a 
machine shop for two years at 
nigh® learning how to be a 
machinist and how to use a 
lathe.
With all his learning, he creates 
eye-catching metal sculptures. 
He uses his knowledge of cars 
and puts together works of art
that remind one of what they Ludwig Cent®  Friday, October 
would see in a king’s garage. H eP-. Allstudents and faculty were 
A reception was given a j f f ; invited to come and share in 
7:30 in the formal lounge o f l  HarrvSMitehorse’s many B ents.
HarrJIjWhiteibrse standing by his first sculptural attempt, 
iF M io n  Man.” "
Psych Glass Visits Children's Center
Phone 933-1000
. by Kay Anibal
The Developmental Psychology 
Class visited the William W. Fox 
Children’s Center in Dwight, 111,, 
on Wednesday, October 8. The 
purpose of the trip was to ob­
serve the developmental tasks of 
various age groups.
The Children’s Center has been 
open ten years and is a state 
facility that houses 224 severely 
Retardsd children. They either 
have multiple handicaps or cere­
bral palsy; none of the children 
can walk, but some can creep. 
Ages range from birth to e ig h l 
teen years.
Several other services cooperate 
with this organization. Among 
♦hem are the dental clinic, speech 
H  —¡nQ specialists, .plus a 
and hea»«.0 —vchologist. 
medical staff and a y ^  —> 
Each child has a special progra».
designed specifically for him.
Even though most of these 
children are severe® retarded, 
they ;®an still master develop­
mental tasks; they have slower 
processes and lower peaks, but 
they Ban learn. The children 
learn small tasks by taking small-l 
er steps than normal. An ex-1 
ample would be in learning to 
feed themselves. Taking the last 
step first, they learn how to put 
the spoon in their mouths and 
then progress toward picking up 
the spoon from the table.
The physical therapist helps 
the child learn normal develop­
mental tasks by starting with the 
very simplest procedures H  
stretching, sitting, balance and 
then crawling.
Other than learning gross and
fine motor skills, music therapy 
is also used I t  is incorporated 
into their activities and play. 
The children also learn by going 
.on «rips such as the zoo, ball 
games and the circus.
The Fox Children’s Center has 
a fairly large staff. Besides the 
employees, there are 150 volun-l 
leers. Students from ISU and 
local high schools also donate 
their time.
This was a very profitable trip 
from the standpoint of learning 
md understanding. Although it 
is hard to understand why the 
children are in the condition 
they are, it is encouraging to 
know that they are being helped 
and can develop even though it is 
at a somewhat slower rate than 
normal.
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An orchestra of flowers 
with every kind of npte.
Coming through my window, 
an orchestra o f summer 
A prelude P> spring.
An ending in fall.
The final leaf.
The final chord.
Then whiteness 
and a soft, 
blissful 
rest.
JM
I pray in vain, but God seems
to take time going through his answering files.
I sit in darkness and agony of broken spirit.
Still God sends no answer, or ami deaf.
Michael Barnett
Dance! garden girl 
Flailing cyanotic in 
The xenon flash.
You came to see God,
And slept on floors.
You shreaded your family
Sunlit morning girl!
Can you see yourself?
Bleached and ulcerous 
In full surrender to the
Whiteling beast’s silky, sweet 
warm infusion.
Now is the spinner slain in the 
Evening sun and dance you 
In one last holy
Hedonic rite fitting tribute .
To the Golden Children of the 
Death watch day.
Don Swafford
THE AMBIGUOUS SEASON
Golden Autumn 
Shining in the sun,
Leaves hanging on 
B ust one miiiute more.
Red Autumn 
Gliding in the air,
Balling from the trees,
Falling gently.
Orange AutumflB 
Floating on the Lake 
In contrast with the w a te r-9 | 
Brightest orange, deepest blue.
Brown Autumn 
H ying on the ground.
Dying leaves 
In the autumn.
Autumn:
End of circle, or beginning? 
Death, pr beginning of l i f e 'l l  
Orange, brown fall away 
But leave a place 
For spring green.
Cheryl Christmas
UNACCEPTED PROPOSAL
JUST REMEMBER, TO ME 
FIRST YOWLL ALWAYS BE. 
(THEN walk AWAY)
David R. Long
I don’t want to be 
a blanket
to smother you breathless 
nor a doormat
for you to wipe your 
feet on
let me be
your pillow
to comfort you when
you’re weary— 
itf f  cushion your troubles—- 
and easeBour 
tired mind.
b/g
’74
LONELINESS
A journey of the mind through the soul, 
Such wonders are there to behold 
Anxiety, fM iration, and pain,H  
From which there is no relief,
But worse is loneliness the theif.
Stripped you of every peace of mind 
you own,
Barges right in and makes himself at home. 
A dull empty reflection of the soul,
It is loneliness so cold.
You will never invite him to come in,
And yet he comes again and again . . .
To rob you of well being, an absurdity,
To place your mind in obscurity,
To torture you with “people pangs”
You hunger with so ravenously,
It’s food is torn away from me.
But he steals yet deeper and through 
The crust from me to you,
And from the beginning he tears you in two, 
Like a ragged stray dog with nothing to do.
Randy Snider
THE HOUR GLASS
THE CROWDED LIFE 
Problems, burdens, responsibilities 
Rusing in 
Continuously .
Things to solve, strains to endure 
I am over 
driven 
burdened 
tried
THE HOUR GLASS
A bowl above
A bowl below
Upsidedown
One vein so thin
Reminding me
One grain of sand
Can pass through at a time
THE TRUTH 
frow ned hours 
Comihft .t0  me 
Only . ■
One moment at a tim*
Dropping
One
by
one.. .
—Laurie Oswalt
I
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L* s iij? : ■ '•
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The Red. White
aid Blue Dilettila
By Bruce Brian
Somewhere, it’s got to stop. 
As you recall, the official colors 
of our country are red, white, 
and blue. If you have possibly 
forgotten, every merchant in the 
. U.S.of A. will be only too happy 
to remind you. Triffltlored 
bunting and the stars and stripes ■ 
now adorn and decorate super­
markets, department store and 
used car lots from “sea to shin­
ing sea.” All this commercial 
concern for “letting the S lo rs 
fly,” seems to be derived from 
the approaching bi-centennial, 
and the recent popularity of our 
flag. An ingesting  thought is 
this: how many of th ep eo p ljflfl 
who feign “patriotism®* with their 
red, whi|e and blueness, would 
know how to hang our flag for a 
proper display? Few, if any.. 
Now I’m not a representative« 
from the Boy Scouts or the 
D.A.R., but this flag thing has 
got me to thinking. Just when 
did “Flag fevdgj’ h il |j  Remem­
ber a funny little war in South­
east Asia appropriately misnamed 
the “Vietnam Cfflflict?” - Well, 
about the time we announced 
that it was our baby/ilnd that 
our boys were (and had been fOKl 
some tjBiembver there “protect­
ing freedom,^some d is e n U lg d  
eighteen year olds began burning 
their draft mrds. HoweveS a 
draft card is only good for a 
quick flash, and could not be 
expected to make the news on 
television, so our friends looked 
for|om ething larger, and longer 
burning. When the first flags 
were burned, there were the TV 
cameras, and within a few days, 7 
we weregjjfiflectured on “respect 
for the f la g «  Two years later, 
a flag burner couldn’t have mad#
SA6A -a Mwmm
Keepsake
Registered Diamond Rings
Choose Keepsake with complete 
confidence. The famous Keepsake 
Guarantee assures a perfect diamond 
of precise cot and superb color.
Edwards Jewelers 
230 East Cow"'
K *nk»V.ce. Ulinois
932-1716
H in g t fron* $100 to  $10 ,000  Trade-Mask Ref.
the want ads in the local papers.
At this same tim e la  classic 
motion pictufe was released, 
Easy^ Rider ,^ ffi^p R a tap u lted  
two “unknowns” into overriig|H 
popularity. One wasBhe lead 
actor, Peter Fonda,the ® ® r was 
our flag. Fonda’s chopper 
(motorcycle, ladies!) was brazen­
ly painted re dK ^H m arid blue, 
decorated with the stars and 
gripes, and he wore a matching 
helm® Within weeks, thousands 
ow oung pecSe painted flags or 
theB^ilors® on their bikes and 
c m |  jackets, sometimes sewing 
small flags onto the seats of 
their pants while in t^R o m ic  
books, Captain A m ^^P w ep t. 
This was only a start, because 
next came amounter attack by 
all of the “patriots.” FirstS^Kie 
the flag (R ais that ¿o w e d  rock 
chips on car windows. Then the 
tie tacks and pinsatin silver or 14 
karet gold). Soda, every police 
force sported flag emblems sewn 
on the sleeves of their o f j |S |B  
The fashion • designeH were all 
watching, with pen in hand, and 
before fflu could say “remember 
the ltf iH bn iesH ftg  purses, red, 
white and blue gym shoe^Hcf 
wiatching outffls were a big thing. 
This year, auto makaB are push­
ing their “Americana” models 
while water towerS|R rural towns 
are re-painted. H R n  the dogs 
are confusR when H a n fr^ ^ d  
with r e d lw h iS f in d  blue fire 
hydranfl Today I saw ^ star and 
Striped cleaning machine,
as big as a bi-centennial bill­
board. IglKottenlJjo the point 
where youman’tEbll Halloween 
from the fourth S  July without 
a program. B e S  Ross would 
•never believe the m o n ^ ^ B ie  
creifed — where .will ¡Bend? . _
With nine m oiS E  left» 1m a‘\  
ready sick (SfflH  bi-centennial 
bag. How we can dance and sing 
and letBeedom m g  while ^ S t r ­
ing domffiM problemsB beyond 
me. Don’tistart R o n d  guessirj§R 
I’m not saying that I’m down on 
AmericH or not proud to be a 
citizen., ItH just that I’d like to 
| | | |A a  two-hundredth bifliday 
party stripped fflall this commer-lf 
cialism. Can’t we dR it without! 
the trips to Disney WorldwaBBB 
MSBS exodusl to Philadelphia? 
Wouldn’t a couple of fire Bralk- 
ers and a big p a t^ ^ th e  back do 
more to attention on.
B ur nation’s ills than a three-year 
billion d o lf f  "birthday bashlglf 
everyone would^Rop running 
Rrom the problems and face the 
realities of crime, polution and a 
lack of faith, we could put the 
old girl back on her feet for 
another two hundred years. 
Think about R
America — let’s give, her a 
figjf|ng chance.
SERIES
by RelRca
You may have.heard about thè 
cafeteria in Ludwig Center here 
at O live» - the half-hour long 
lines, the Rgaggle for icR  the 
fo o d R  and you may have won-l 
dered how reasonably intelligent« 
people stay sane in the m iiH o l 
all this chaos. Let me tell youR 
ibisn’t easy. SometSies people 
do some strange things during 
meals at 0 n | H |
Take th i  Saga Series, for exam­
ple. This is a series of gam e» 
people play at mealtimes fflpass 
the time (and to. keep then 
courage u p ) ^ |
The ^ R t  game of the series^R 
“Beat the ClB k E m ry  to get 
into line beforeRt, reaches the 
lobby. This m m  as easy as it 
sounds. If you fail, go on «  . .  
» R e d  Light, p |reen Light.” • 
Like the popular childrerogarne: 
this o ®  consis® of stops and 
starts, mostly stops. The object 
■ R R g e t as much spaile betweér: 
you and the person ahead of you 
as possible b e f ie  the folks be­
hind you start a riot. Any dis­
tance than six feet dis-
qualifies you.
HurttW anext. Try 
to find out w he'retnly put the 
spoonsRidajEJust try!
After “Treasure H u n «  go into 
th a ^ R f f lR R R  and try « o u r  
luck withJjName It and Claim 
It.j^ B M 0 s sort of like Russian. 
Roulette, only for all you knowR 
;  all the chambeRare loaded.
Intern]^®® time! Entertain­
ment inendes »H elp Rm ebody 
jgjllRMy Head Out Of The Ice 
Bit« and S id e  Go Seek.RYou 
may see some of the s e R u  par­
ticipants with their heads bowed 
over their plates. They’re hot 
Baying g ® e , they’rRonfirm ing 
their reservations — just in <1R«
“You Bet Your Life Bis part 
II of “Name It and Claim i j S I  
This is where you find out jusi|l 
how loaded Rose cham b^Bwere.
The final event is “Jugglef«  
Review.” With an obstacl&course 
of llp in ty  or thirty people ahead 
 ^qf you, H ® n p tp ) gp  your tray 
to the dish-washing window and 
put your napkin in the trash bar­
rel without dropping anything off 
B our tray. (A real professional 
can perform with five trayRat 
.once).
If you get this far, then there’s 
only one thing I can sayii Con­
gratulations! You’re invited to' 
RRnpete Is  the n e x tR la  Series. 
No fame, n ^ ^ w u n «  and no 
help from the audience, please. 
Bring your own Alka-Seltzer.
* 3 3 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0
U n cla im e d
S c h o la r s h ip s
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grantRaids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $ 10,000. Current I f f l  of 
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, ¿ 975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angele« 90025 
□  I am enclosing $9.95 p lu ' ^  oofor postage and handling.
P L F ^ E  rush  your curren t  l ist  of
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO fl
Name.I 
I
I Address.
I 
I C ity .
.State. .Z ip .
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
SB m Ï ir.*; *.?**: ******** *
Fly Boys Soar at ONC
■
A different kind of club got up 
o fiH |j| ground laRw eeRw hen 
the Olivet C oll®  AviRon Club 
held its ¿organizational meeting. 
Eleven members novBbrm  the 
core of thistlub which will even- 
tually come into ownership of a 
training, aircraft.
Almost everyone is affleast a 
little interested in experiencing 
the sensation of H Sig , and now 
K  will be amiable at Olivet at 
much reduced priRs for flight 
Ristructiort as w e llR ^ ^ R  time. 
S v en  if you’re afraid to  g e t^ ^ R  
inches Bm the ground, the A via« 
tion Club will have something of 
interfflRor you.
In adBtion&jp the flying em-- 
phasis, theR  will be RverRedu- 
cational field eR R ences> such 
as a trip to wjBjjff-Pa tterson Air 
Force Base Museum. An FAAR 
approved grcHSs school will alscB 
be conducted those onBhe 
way to earning their private p il^ fl 
rating. - - y* ,
ThBclub’s main goal B  thdH 
acW S tionij' of B. smaU trainer 
aircraft. finaBM  byRelling por- 
tions of ownership B  a limited 
number o f  r r ^ B ^ ^ ^ H n  this
manneR~a a
$ 100 E ^ M B B ^ ^ y l u b  air­
plane may block back | B
the f i b  when he leaves. His 
Bdividend’H n  the inv^tmentM V 
the drasticall«  reduced flying ' 
rates to which his ownership, 
entitles him. At todays prices, 
it doesnBtake long 
that initial inveS ien t^B ip ly  in . 
the m ® ey one would save on 
amcraft rental.
Of ci)urs^B cm^crs^iP in such 
a plan must n e ^ ^ ^ H  be -11® ; 
ited, but new ^ H n s  will open 
as ^ < « 1  the club or “sell’B  
their memberships.
plan is viable and will 
open, the door to many people 
who have previously been unable 
to g f o r d  Supporting their avia­
tion infereQ B
whether you
want to  own: a R K jB  of 
bird” or just want to be a part MM 
the f r a t e r n ^  the Avia­
tion Club is for fflu.
In te r re d ?  B l l  Buster Oliver 
or Jeff G rifflnor. Membership , 
is open to all affiliates®f QliveM  
It could be just | R |  opening 
you’ve been waiting f o r ®
The Edge of a 
Living Nightmare...
By Nina Btylor 
Take some an B n t sadism, a 
hell on earth, an infinity of dead-1 
lBdarknh® and a large measure 
<B torturous p ^ H  Combine 
these e lem effi|o f horror into 
one decrepit house, and Y M 3 — 
the edge of a living nightmare. A 
nightmare you totally exper­
ience. A nightmare you can’t l  
awake from . Ever® shadow 
h a rb o r^  demon from deranged 
minds. Every B d ^ ^ ^ ^ S y o u  
closer to t h e t e r  limits of : 
sanity. Where lurks the fine line 
between reality and your iniagin- 
atijn? Only the 
will l |[ i^ ^ B |ln R |o u  experience 
their “W ai99 ltig ffirkB « |
The. junior class has been pie- - 
paring the®  deviltry for several 
m o n t^ —now you gffl to fflper- 
ience it. November fB t  , - 
fateful nighB — your B^ateful 
night. Victims will be bussed 
from Chalfant to thShaunted  
house in two shifB You m i®  I 
get a ticket for the time-slot in 
which you want to  g o |B
Refreshments will be served 
along with entertainment! to all 
who make it th ro u g iS e  
house. Be prepared for every­
thing, especially terror. The1
class of “I ! »  knows that th i s  
^Sas,Halloween party will haunt 
yan. and on and ...
L. GJMitten& Associates
Main Avenue
We Write All Kinds Of insurance 
Very Low Rates For Students With Good Records
Special Reduced Life Insurance Rates 
For Non-Cigarette Smokers
: Phone Ü9-9838 Office Phone 933-645'/
LIMIT ONE PIZZA 
PER COUPON
mm“Hut
A Bottle of Dr. Pepper Free with Delivery 484 S. Main,!
15 in. pizza — large size only Expires Nov. 14, 1975 Bourbonnaisl
Ki
HI
HB
BB
yB
BB
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p e a n u t s DO VOUKNOW \ 
WHAT VOU WOULD 
BE SAVINS IF VOU 
GAVE ME AN
Austrian Ro se?
v VOU WOULD BE SAVING,“THOU ART 
ALL TH A T li L0VEIV1.AND IF 
VOU GAVE ME A  LA FRANCE 
ROSE, VOU WOULD BE SAVING, 
‘‘MEET ME BV MOONLIGHT B
P E A N U T S
tf'ESTERPAV HE HEARD A  
STRANGE GRINDING NOISE 
C0MIN6 FROM THE ENGINE
-~zr
S-2B
m m l m
BIRTHD
A  NEPHITOS ROSE WOULD 
EXPRESS VOURHNFATUATlON'
i c a n t g t a n d
HERE LOOKING 
N A S T V  A l l  
T H E  TIM E...
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c% n d  W a t ’s W e  "Tr u t t i . . .
by Mike Barnett 
If you are one of the go-home- 
every-weekend student or could­
n’t a ffo rd » , you missed one 
dynamite concert last Friday - 
evening — you should have bor­
rowed the two dollars from your 
roommate and strolled over to 
Chalfant Hall.
I went to the Truth concert 
with mixed emotions about hear­
ing another gospel group since 
that seems like ¿U the talent the
school will allow in its gates, 
excluding' Gene Cotton.
I am happy to say they were 
not just another gospel group. 
Truth was easy to listen to and 
played according to mÿ musical 
taste — loud and funky. They 
performed some nice, soft reli­
gious songs as well as secular 
songs. And when the brass sec­
tion had the beginning solo on 
■ “Amazing Grace,” it just sent 
chills through my spine —it was 
just beautiful.
Truth’s band of 16 members 
was so well put together that 
each player knew when and how 
to play his part correctly.
From tüe first moment, 
they overwhelmed the audience. 
Their bass and guitar players 
were as good as their keyboard 
men. The vocals, which were, 
plain, were simply great — their 
soprano was fantastic and was 
really out of sight on a couple of 
more funky numbers. The drum­
mer f'fcould hardly take my eyes
off him) was just cooking the 
skins. The brass section, how­
ever, really stole the show Hit 
really hurts me to say this,) but 
they were tighter in concert than 
a couple of top rock groups I’ve 
heard live.
During the week prior to the 
concert, I listened to my ro o m H  
mate’s Truth albums — he kept 
saying that they were evembetter 
live. I didn’t believe him — that 
is, until I heard them -at the con- 
And then to think of all. 
the energy they spent during the 
concert, and to think that they 
do this a f . least eight times a* 
week! -
After leaving the concert, it 
really shocked ,me to hear the 
complaints Hfrom the students 
about the great performance I 
had just witnessed; the two big­
gest complaints were that they 
wereHoo loud and that they 
used body movement. All I can 
say is it didn’t bother me, and I 
saw many happy faces on the 
students plus d o t of foot stomp­
ing, hand clapping and body 
movement. There was nothing 
wrong with what the group did— 
they were just enjoying them- - 
selves and having a  good time 
doing their gig for us and the 
Lord. I f  they offended anyone, 
it was purely unintentional. ■
I felt that theHoncert was a 
great success with only one draw­
back — it illustrated the need of 
a better auditorium as the acou-
More Than Just Service
u r i u w u i u i i w w j  ~ j  --------------
m mm m mm n f  m sties were terrible.
fe VantYour Blood flag carriers
Needed
How would you lHe to be in 
the Homecoming Parade? You 
can — 30 males and 30 females
The Bloodmobile came to 
Olivet on Tuesday, October 28 
and was set up in Chalfant 
from 12:00 until 6:00 p.m.
Those who donated blood will 
be able to receive blood if they 
should need it.
A record amount of people gave 
last semester. Circle K, who is 
sponsoring the Bloodmobile, ex 
^ected an even greater turnout 
this time.
are needed for the Flag Marching 
Unit to carry flags during the 
parade on Saturday, N6vem- 
ber 16. (It’s only three miles, 
folks!) , _
Seriously, participants are des- . 
perately needed to make this 
portiqn of the parade a success. 
There will be two scheduled eve­
ning practices with Dunkin’- Do­
nuts and hot chocolate served 
afterwards. A pizza party is also 
planned for all participants fo l-, 
.lowing Homecoming.
For more information of sche­
duled tim e«call Walt Bruning at , 
6529 or Rick Wise at 6522.
If you think that Gospel 
Crusaders is just preaching and 
singing, then you’ve got another 
thihg to learn.
Approximately 50 grubby 
looking characters poked their 
noses into Ludwig Center early 
Saturday morning. With tremors 
of anticipation, they gathered in 
’ the foyer dressed in blue jeans' 
and sweat shirts and finally load-H 
ed up in a school bus.
Where were they going? To 
the Gospel Crusader Retreat at 
the Coronado Youth Hostel near 
the Indiana Dunes.
The morning was a valuable 
learning experience with semi­
nars gjven for pianists, singers,, 
preachers, captains, and special 
niinistries (Sunday School, pup­
pet shows, NYPS, etc.).
After a good lunch (including 
fresh sandwiches) provided by 
Saga, there was a fun-filled after­
noon including canoeing and a 
guided hike in the dunes, which 
included some rough-and-tumble 
play. I
GOSPEL CRUSADERS
■  !
I 
4
r
Photo by Mounts.
Reflections o f  things to com e 
through service in Gospel 
Crusaders.
Dinner was then served after 
emptying out pockets and shoes 
and dusting off.
The evening was a mixture of 
laughter and serious reflection.
. Following an hour of skits and 
comedy, Rev. Louis Owens, pas- 
; tor of the Michigan City Church 
of the Nazarene, spoke to the- 
group about the responsibilities 
of a Gospel Crusader member 
and the expectations a pastor 
will have of a group.
Reflections at the After Glow 
were the highlight of the evening. 
Sitting around a crackling fire, 
we sang and shared our love for 
Christ and each other. We sym l 
bolized the spreading of our love 
and God’s message through a 
lighted candle. As the captains 
spread out through the group 
lighting our candles, we felt the 
union of being one people under 
Christ.
And so, at 12:00 Saturday 
night, 50 very sleepy people 
came rolling back on campus and 
rolled into bed.
W A L K E R ' S  H O M E  - E C  P R O C I  A M  A T I  ON ORPHEUS FRUIT
With Servici 
C ali us.
939-7163
ENDS
INSURANCE
SERVICES
318 S. MAIN AVENUE 
BOURBONNAIS, ILLINOIS 60914
Illinois governor Dan Walker 
■recently issued a proclamation 
declaring November 2-8 “Home 
EconomfiS Week.”
Home Economics Week will be 
observed at the 54th Annual
Conference of the Illinois Home 
Economics Association in Chi­
cago. -
“Consumer benefits and the 
strengthening of family life,’ 
stated the decree, .will be em­
phasized.
Circle K Pumpkin
y o u r /# «  
k Insu/me §  a g e n t  à
* independent 1
What happens when the Circle- 
Kclub is turned loose in a pump­
kin field? If your eyes were 
open while walking around cam­
pus last . Friday, October 24, 
you’d sure find out.
On that very day, nestled 
snugly beside Hills Hall were the 
dedicated members of the club 
selling pumpkins.
Why are they -selling these 
pumpkins? Well, as the pumpkin 
vine has it, next week a pumpkin 
carving contest will take place -  
if enough people are interested. 
Drop Tim Davis a note at Box 
481, if you should decide to be 
interested.'
The little jack-o-lanterns were 
sold at a starting cost of $.25. 
130 orange orbs have already 
been sold. So get into the Hal­
loween spirit and try your car­
ving hand at a pumpkin.
This is the 43rd concert sea­
son of the' Orpheus Choir. Or­
pheus, who have already sung 
twice is facing a very Tull sche­
dule this year. Orpheus’ next 
two concerts will be Saturday, 
November 15 at First Church 
and Sunday, November 16 at 
College Church.
This year, the usual fall and 
spring tours are to be supple­
mented by an “American Heri­
tage Tour” to Washington D.C. 
during Easter Week. They have 
been invited to sing in one bf 
the most beautiful cathedrals 
of the world -  the Washington
Cathedral. -
 ^ To make this financially fea­
sible, Orpheus is having a citrus 
fruit sale of TexaSweet oranges 
and grapefruits. The fruit will 
be delivered dirHtljiSto ONC 
the week before Thanksgiving. 
So, help yourself and help 
Orpheus.
Orpheus is ahead of schedule 
- in sound, and-it promises to be 
a real choir of quality as the 
year_progresses.. It promises to 
be a busy year — but a very 
exciting and rewarding year for 
Orpheus.
Photo by Crouch er
E H
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SKEPTICISM of the WARREN REPORT
by Ja^ H kn B e rso n  B ith  Jóe Spear
WASHINGTON -  President 
Ford’s  closest advisors are 
alàrmed over the Congressional 
investigations of the John F. 
Kennedy assassination. They 
fear PresidentSname may 
be: linked with yet another 
cover-up.
The President, then a House 
Republican leaderSvas an ac­
tive member of the Warren 
Commission, which determined 
that Kennedy was killed by Lee 
Harvey Oswald alone.
But opinion polls and letters 
pouring into the White House 
show that a majority of Ameri­
cans don’t believe the ; Warren ■ 
repori-RJeither/apparentlffl do 
some ^ prominent Senators and 
C onlijffiSgtn e n  w B B  h a y e  
launched ih-k^ÉE; probes of thè 
Warren Commission’s findings.
F o r  e x a H p 1 e B a g h a B rg ,  
Richard S d iw e ^ ^ J B ^ É  
Gary Hart, D-ColH- both mem­
bers of the special CIA Commit­
tee -h a v e  begun an investiga­
tion of the Kennedy assassina1 
tion. Schweiker has announced 
they will take a look B  'three 
different theories that would ex- . _ 
plain the affair, and He has al­
ready predicted that t)ie Warren ^  
r e p o r t^ ®  cdllapfee” under in- ; 
tense examination, _More Than You
Bargained For
I» ^ fecü ttiihg  Oc tober 3 üwüi be 
m c^H iarathe average Halloween 
night. Just ask D em ^ Baldridge 
and ®Heen thB w ill
be preK fflre tham E e |M  Reci­
tals ät 7:30 in Reed Audwprium.
Mr. D en®  Baldridge, with the 
sounds of his trom bone|H ill 
bring rnusiBto the listener’s ear 
through p ia fln se le c tio n s  by 
Bivaldi, Rachmaninoff and 
o t f l f ^  Jane Friske will accom­
pany him on the, piano.
»M iss ColleB Blanchard will be' 
showing hRmusical talents withc 
selections on the piano by Bach 
and Cobelesky.
He doesn’t believe the Com- 
Inussion (Biberately published a J 
false report, Schweiker told us, 
but tfflBjsSSlmiey were misled 
by the FBI and the CLA.
P re s id e n t F ord  h im se lf
heatedra d^ffirees f t th  Sch- 
weiker’s. attitude. In his private 
talks ffith advisors, he has fier­
cely defended the Warren Com-1 
mission® findings He believes 
they covered up nothing.
His own conscienB, Ford has 
insisted to intimates, is com­
pletely ffiar. He was a Repub­
lican on a Commission appointed 
by Lyndon Johnson. He therefore 
looked upon himself as a protec­
tor of the “minority 
and attempted f |  be the group’® 
gadfly. Hegppent m ore time 
examing available evidence 
than H I  other Hiember of the 
% Commission., ?'
W Hi te  Ho.u s e i n s idle r s l  
howeveffiaMy Sen, Schweiker as 
a maverick. Anything he turns 
Up; thalgdisagrees with the War j  
reri RepoW^^Sour sources, will 
put President Ford in a bad light.
■ Fairly or unfaffly, Ford will be 
associated cover-up. In
the aftermath of the Nixon Ad- 
ministrations Watergate cover- 
up, this would I Q  disaster for 
the Republican Party.
Indeed, some-White House
I VIKINGS
S ta r^ ^ ^ H s d a y ^ ^ ^ B te S iO l 
the®  iking Male Chorus will tour 
such European cities as Luxem­
bourg, Rrarardam, London,Paris, 
Venice, and many 
Hither famous p H ^ H  The Vikings 
will p r^fflt eight concerts of sa­
cred music in many of these B S H
In ordeafflraise the $625.00 
fHHhe trip, the \ ^ » g s  will be 
selling^B H gffi as (BnutH can- 
dles, arid calendars. All prAeeds 
will go directly towards the E n  
of He trip.
The Vikings will return to Chi­
cago on January 1 6 ,1 9 7 ^ H
TWIRP
by Professor Thomas Hurska 
The arrival of ^ Twirp B eek  
offers some interesting possibil-1 
ities. For o r ^ ^ ^ S S S n  quit1 
playing all the ^H erH ttle games 
they use to get men’s attention. 
TheyHan E C fro m  Jhelfeat of- 
not being a s k e d a n d  they 
can simply let their fëelings 
about particular guys be known.: 
Besides thiH the men can take a 
week off from being afraid of 
asking a girl out.
UnfHtunately, men; and wo­
men probabl^B B  exchange fears 
-m en  begin worrying about not 
¡being asked for a date and wo­
men start worrying about being 
turned down. Most men are so ; 
terrihlvB^^MHrwomen are n o t , 
exactlyHowers of ■ strength, ei- ; 
therj that there’H not m uclBo 
say about IHem. The women’s 
problem, howeverHis basicalM  
rooted in a lack of inform ationH  
how will a guy R a c t to being 
asked out by a girl? For most 
men, there i n  simpleHnswer— 
they will go wild (get ed ited , be 
very pleased). To be asked out 
tells a guy that he is accepted 
and liked—he discovers that he is • 
not a social outcast! (Very few,- 
people are actually social out­
casts, but many think that they 
are and that affects the way they 
’act). In order to know how a 
guy will react, a girl only has to
ask herself hoH  she reacts, when 
a guy asks her out.
The Hally tragic part about 
Twirp Week is th a tH  only lasts 
one weelEwhat we really need is 
Twirp Year. Or, more accurately 
we need to break a w n tro m  a 
lot of social conventions that keep 
us frbm being ourselves. Would­
n’t «  be fantNitic if we reached a 
point where women B iuld ask 
men | |u t  anytime without c re^B  
ing a major sensatioj  Once 
men dropped their malesdhau- 
jienisfic pride, they would really’ 
enjoy H  (and they could escape. 
TOrom some <f| theR ars of being 
turned down).
It would helpB) have a differ- 
' ent atmosphere aroundliere. To 
exaggeraffiHightlv. it is OK to go 
out once witri a person, but a 
second dafflimplics that you are. 
going steadjH and a third tim B  
means-you are engaged! That 
-kind tflrabcial pressure is ridicu­
lous nonsense. But the only 
way to overcome it is to be 
strong enough to ignore it.
What I am suggesting is a basic 
change in^ffi way we think of 
dating.; Men and women should 
be able to treat each o th f la s  , 
huriian beings witHout constant­
ly being aware of? the fact taht 
other person is a member of teh 
opposite sex. In a word, relax!
cynics frilly expect the Demo­
crats to use anything the Con- 
gressi^®  probeJurns up as an 
excuse to pain t^ra  GOP as the 
“Cover-up Pam ^^B
G rain  Complaints: Despite 
the Ford Administration® offi- 
cial elation over the Soviet- 
American d B l to swap our grain 
fo rH th e B  oi l ,  s o m e  top  
po lpym akers have nagging
reservations.
They feel that President Ford, 
in his eagerness to strike a 
bargain with the Soviets, may 
have been outdone by them.
Under the terms of the ar- 
rangement, for example, the 
Russians can buy at least 8 
million tons of grain a year from 
the Some federal econo­
mists suspect, moreover, that the 
way the agreement is worded 
may permit Moscow to buy as 
much as 10 million tons an- , 
nually.
Thus there is a chance that 
the Russians once again will 
wreak havoc on the American 
economy.
Our sources are also' disturbed 
over FordH failure to come up 
with a Russian commitment to
HOM E-EC
The Ilomc Economics Depart- 
m e ^ f t  sponsoring theBiUowing 
events::
CULTURAL S ^ E S ; . i |
Mrs. Harold Re eH will be speak* 
ing in WisnB A udit^^ffl,. Her 
topic will beBrhe Hostess: Poise 
+ Planning + Preparati'oB= Per- 
fect B r t y | |B
October 29 — 2:30-3:30 p.m. 
October 30 — 7:00-8:00p.m. 
October 3 1 -9 :3 0 -1 0 :3 0  a.m. 
CULTURAL SERIES:
Dr. Mary Ruth Swppe, DeaBof 
the SchoH Bf Home Economics 
at EtHem Illinois University,will 
be speaking in Reed AudBorium 
on November 14 at 
Her topic will be “The F u tu r^ H  
What’s  in it for Home^Hrno- 
mics?
H.E. ALUMNI BRUNCH 
Dr. James Ryan, pedMrician and 
auth®L authdflHon (Mild Abuse, 
will bafcpeaking at the Round-. 
table ofH ucH H EH iter on No­
vember 15 at HUO a.nf."; 
RESERVATIONS: PRICE $ § 5 '
Messiah
Soloists
Announced
Congratulatiffis are in order for f  
thosb selected the,
Messiah. AuditionH were held 
Tuesday night, October m .
Those selected are: Viola 
Shelley, soprano; Peggy Burnside, 
alto; and Mark Bradford, bass.
G U Y S
HAIRCUTS
CALL 933-4046 
ASK FOR DEB
supply the UJS. with any ap-. 
preciable amounts of oil;
The Soviets, conqgmed about 
their image with their At ao ’ 
allies, drove a hard bargain. The 
United States, which consumes 
17 million barrels of Hi each 
dayvcan buy 200,000 barrels 
daily from the
Some experts arejffivinced 
the Russians agreed to supply 
thAfflS. B ith  this insignificant 
amount only as a means of. 
salvaging the President’s pride. 
He had boasted publicly that the 
pending deal with Soviets 
would provide -good insurance 
against ffldeast oil decisions.”
O th e g ^ ^ ^ B e n t economists 
question the wisdom of tB  U.S. ' 
becoming even slightly depen­
d e n  on Russian oil. It is much 
better, they argue, to be depen­
dent on traditional allies like 
Saudi Arabia than on a declaréd 
enemy..
Bad News F o r  Agnew: 
Former Vice President Spiro 
Agnew might be in the news 
again, and that’s bad news! for 
Agnew.
It seems that an Agnew crony 
landed a whopping $45 million 
lease from the government for
The GLIMMERGLASS 
needs a few people with 
good creativ^H in layout 
design Bid B »ingybilm M
some office space in Washington. 
As part of the deal, he was to 
provide a cafeteria in one of the 
buildings.
But that was four years ago, 
and the government employees 
who work in the building com­
plex still have to trot out to the 
local delly for lunch.
Now the FBI is investigating 
the whole government leasing 
operation. They want to find out 
whether political favorites were 
handed government leases.
Their findings may put Agnew 
back in the news.
U n d e r th e  Dom e: Sam 
Steiger, the redoubtable Repub­
lican from Arizona, has found a 
way to economize on his airport 
parking costs. He recently 
parked his black Mercedes at a 
D u llg jfn te rna tiona l A irport 
meter and left it there for over a 
week. His parking ticket was 
cordially emblazoned with this 
stamp: “Void -  US. Representa­
tiv e ’ This is the second time we 
have caught SteigBabusing his 
parking privileges. OtHer citizens 
are routinely ticketed and towed 
out of the ffl^fflzone.
— Freshman Congressman 
Jerry  PattersoiM D-Calif., re­
cent® sent out fund-raising ap­
peals to shipping and banking 
magnates. These are the very in­
dustries whose activities he over­
sees as a member of the House 
Merchant Marine and Banking 
committees. Patterson insisted to 
us that his fund letters created no 
ethical problems for him.
— A m R t e r i ° us wh i t e  
Cadillac bearing the licence 
plate “CIA-lHhas been showing 
up in Capitol Hill parking lots 
lately. We were sufficient in­
trigued to check on the owner, 
who turned out to be former Con­
gressman John Hunt, a CIA buff 
and World War II intelligence 
expert.
Cbpyri^ t W5, United Fea&re ^ ndkaie. toe
IBaiBiM
■ You’ll have no beef with Son of Superburger.
Not with B pound* of 100% pure ground beef.
And look what else you’ll find in Son of Superburger’s  comer 
«Superseasoning «Pickles «Catsup BMustard
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Werds from Werner
1 O U T  O F  3 
I S N ’ T TH AT B A D
Does anyone wonder why the Cincinnati Reds have been in two 
the last three World Series and have yet to take the crown back to 
their fair city? '
One word might sum up part of the reason. Seriousness. I don’t 
really think , that the Reds, worry too much about winning “The Big
For one thing they do what any team or individual in any sport 
should do, they underestimate their opposition. So the Red S o x H  
a team that realty didn’t make the headlines Until the playotjastarted, 
may not have been the powerhouse that everyone is constantly hearing 
about, but the fact remains, they didn’t  get to the World Series by 
luck.
Oh yes, they do have one problem — some of their players are getting 
old. Anyone knows that an older club like Boston doesn’t have a 
chance against a bunch of Youngsters like the team from Cincinnati.
One player in particular comes to mind f lh e ’s the man that stands 
out on the hill all by himself and throws baseballs. His name is Louis 
Tiant.
But back to the thing of the Reds not playing the game of 
baseball seriously enough. I agree that when you lose, there is nothing 
that can be done; how everlit would stUl tend to bother some 
people, but not Sparky Anderson. The Cincinnati coach remarked 
after last Wednesday night’s M s that, “I don’t ask anything hard -  it 
doesn’t bother me in any shape or form.” He then set aside the fact of 
the first place money and commented, “To me, baseball is fun. If you 
look at it as a life or death thinMthen you’re going to have a long strug­
gle.1* He concluded by saying, “As long as I can get up in. the morning" 
and look for the sun to shine, that’s all that’s im portan»  This may 
be true, but the sun might shine a lot brighter the morning after th eg |H  
nal game of the World Series if I had the knowledge for the first time 
in two years that myjteam hadn’t choked under the pressure.
What about the statement that the Reds tend to underestimate their 
opposition? The ’ scrappy little second baseman for the ■ Reds, Joe 
Morgan stated, again after the Wednesday loss, “I didn’t think that he 
(Louis Tian) could shut us out the last five innings.”
Well fans, for those of you who have read this fárBes I did hear the 
final game of the World Series and I do know that the Cincinnati Reds 
■ did win the final game. I can just hear them in the locker room after 
the game, “We can’t believe we won the whole thing,“ a trite expre­
sión, but almost true.
Just to give you something to think about, look at the series batting 
averages of some of the regular season stars, namely, Joe Morgan and 
of course, the great Johnny Bench.
NOTE JTO T H E  CINCINNATI TANS: ijLtook three tries in a 
row to" do it but "the Cincinnati Reds finally did win the World Series«, 
And I hope that Sparky Anderson (after sleeping off all the cham­
pagne) can get up in the morning and see the sun shining Hljttle brigh­
ter.
Intramural Football: Can You Survive?
Putters are 20-2
Olivet Nazarene College 
entered the Northern Illinois 
Collegiate Conference at the 
opening of the golf season, and 
the other four Conference 
teams found out just what the 
Nazarene school from Kankakee 
could produce. The Tigers, un­
touched as they went through 
the golf season, were led by 
Dennis Banks; their final record 
was twenty wins and no losses.
In the final match of the sea­
son, the Olivet swingers again 
humiliated their conference foes 
by scoring 412. Rockford 
made up a 419 for second place 
while tìie other teams finished 
as follows: Illinrffl Benedictine, 
432; Aurora, 434; and host
school JudsonB464,
Olivet placed three goiters 
on the A ll-ConfJ^B® eam B- 
they were led by Dennis Banks 
who shot a 390 for the 90 h o le l  
played. The number two posi 
tion went to Mike Demetry 
. from Aurora College while 
ONC’s Steve Williamson placed 
third with a 399 and Rick Wat­
kins placed fourth intfhe con­
ference to make up the NIIC 
team.
The final standings for the 
golf season are as follows: Oli­
vet, 20-0H Rockford, 15-5: 
Illinois BenedHtiïïê, 10-10; Au­
rora, 5-15; and Judson (who 
also finished with a perfect re­
cord), 0-20.
jpjT/LrïAAJVWV*NViir  “ * * ^ ..............  "* * * * * ** * ^
Th e S U P E R G L A S S  is the official student publication of O livet J 
Nazarene?College. It is published bi-weekly w ith exceptions made 
for vacation, and exam weeks, floo d , fire, pestilance and uncontrol- 
able sloth. ' Subscription rates are $ 2 ^ E  per year. T h e  opinions 
R p r e s s è d jn  the G L IM M E R G L A S S  are tho^e of the w riters and are 
not necessarily the opinions of the adm inistration nor the Associated  
Students of O livet Nazarene College. Letters may be addressed to 
G L IM M E R G L A S S . Box 24 , O livet Nazarene College, Kankakee, III- 
inois 60901..
Perry W hite, E D IT O R  
Clark Kent, M A N A G IN G  E D IT O R  
Mark Sarver. B U S IN E S S  M Â N À G E R  
Cindy Miller, C IR C U L A T IO N  M A N A G E R  
Dawn Cam pbell, S E C R E T A R Y  
Dan W erner, S P O R T S  E D IT O R  
Doug Braford, H U M O R  
Don Sw afford , H U M A N IT IE S  
M ike Barnett, L A Y O U T  E D IT O R
W R IT E R S :  
.B ru ce  Brian  
Dave Blaydes 
Rusty Brewer 
. Miriam Dill 
David Long  
Jo lene Mills 
Jim m y Olsen 
Lo is Lane
T E C H N IC A L  
Cheryl Borden  
Don Brewer 
Danita Burton
P H O T O G R A P H E R S :  
Russ Co llins  
Je rry  Croucher 
L y  nda M ounts
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S P O N S O R S :
G ary  Stre it  
L o tt ie  PfeilHps
Journalism  con su ltan t:To ny  End s (
Dakar, Senegal-Africa | i
By Dän Werner 
In an eiBBr issue of the1
GLIMMERGLASS, the statement 
was made that die Kankakee 
Daily Journal had a sports policy 
that no sporting event from 
Olivet would be printed ff ie p t 
basketball, wrestling and baseball.
We at the GLIMMERGLASS 
in talking with the Journal found- 
that we had misinformed the 
studenB There is no su<B po­
licy at thé Journal; any sports 
item from ONC that is referred 
to the Journal that is news 
worthy is printed.
We are sorry for the misleading 
information.
In keeping my promise not to 
print any more intramural foot­
ball copy in thé column on this 
page, I am writing a separate 
editorial.
First of all, my apology should 
be made for complimenting the 
■cleaning up o f the game of 
intramural football as a whole.”!  
The game has cleaned up, how­
ever, one game in particular 
during the week of October 13- 
17 caught my attention as being
Soccer Kicks its  
to ONC
what, could be termed unnec­
essarily rough. Now there 
vyereyi’t any serious injuries in 
¿Tat game, but thaBdoesriH  
mean the® couldn’t have befen. 
The fists were flying from the 
line of scrimmage, but the thing 
that really gets me is that the 
team doing all of the “rough 
stu ff’ was the winning team. 
Now don’t get me wrong — 
only-the majority weie playing 
like wild animals. Unfortunately,
I am afraid this is not an isolated 
case.
Now get this straight: the next 
few lines are not being written to 
put down the game Mficials. I 
think that they are doing the jiest 
they’can to keep the game under 
control. Their problem, how­
ever, is that they do not have the 
proper training, » e w  rules, are 
usually used Consistently in all 
games withoiB exception; an of­
ficial will enforce a rule only 
because he remembers hearing 
that rule somewhere.
I would now like to present 
seme possible solBions to im­
prove this game. First, everyone 
involved should attempt to main-
Way
by Bonnie Green 
A new club is fighting and 
kicking its way into existance 
here at ONC — the Soccer Chib. 
Hans are underway to get a 
fairly organized team going to 
play BitercMlegiate soccer next 
year. Maybe that sounds a little 
rushed, but with enough inter­
est (and practice) a team could 
develop. Tentative plans include 
games against some locH high 
schools first semester, and agM st 
the junior, varsity teams of 
Wheaton, Moody, Trinity and 
other -small colleges second se­
mester.
The makeshift team now 
needs a permanent p r ^ B e  field
because the baseball field® with- 
outgoalpostsandnets. The group 
has received permission to use the 
Bradley Bourbonnais high school 
on various days, which, although 
smaller than a regulation soccer 
field, does have the needed equip­
ment.
The immediate problem is lack 
of parEipantS,, Both males and 
females are urged to practice, al-l 
though in regulation games, the 
femaleffiannotpfflr. Sorry, girls.. 
If you are interested in playing 
this rough and tumble game, re­
port to the baseball field or con­
tact Rusty Gray.
£  / ■  B p t f H  y
WE’RE G IV IN G  R I I IC |1 0 U S L Y
L OW PRI CE S
Having attended OLIVET and being a booster 
of all its programs, I can under­
stand the transportation needs 
and financial position of ONC- 
ers. To get the most for your 
jnoney-and THE BEST DEAL 
IN TOWN-call me today!
933-8221
Bob Salisbury
Bergeron PONTIAC
150 E. Station
The Fám dly Profesmtnals
i ü à ï ÿ ’ s  j k l p r a m  ê l j a p
370 E. Court St. 
Kankakee, 111. 60901 
PHONE (815) 937-5515’
tain a Christian attitude during 
play. Second, a rule book should 
be made up that will be followed,, 
Finally, a staff o f officials could 
be put together who could be 
shown how to correctly referee 
a football game, and their call on 
aplay would be final. As a  result 
the players from the opposing 
teams could then concentrate on 
playing football and- not" offi­
ciating the games. 
r If the above solutions can n o S  
be worked out, I suggest that we" 
forget about taking a football 
out to the field, line up the two ■ 
opposing teams so that they are 
facing each other, and let. them 
go at it with no holds barred. 
That would sure let the steam 
off. How would you determine 
a winner? The team that can , 
walk off the field, o f course.
If that doesn’t appeal to you, 
we could always just forget about 
■ntram ural football altogether and 
spend our time studying, watch­
ing TV or playing ping-pong. The. 
length of time we are going to 
be allowed to play football is 
going to depend on each one of 
us that participates in the worts.
Scuba Club 
Dives 
Again
O ^ ^ B | a n  active MRA 
sponsored scuba c lu n  for the 
first time. By active, I mean 
they are making regular divesi 
whijg will be explained later. 
^ B d  Jordan, the newly elected 
president, is a senior certified 
Diver Master of P.A.D.I. (the 
. Pro v i sional Association of Div- 
ing Industrie®  ~ Ed has also 
gained experience through assist­
ing Tom Rutherford, the YMCA 
diving instructor,
So far, the club has made two 
group dives; the last one occurred® 
on Monday, October 13, in 
Wilmington. These dives help 
the participants become more 
familiar with underwater envi­
ronments and safety. _,
Thirty certified divers are in the 
club: Gordon Arnold, John
Jackson, Les Cook, Dave Harris,11 
Rufus Reed, Gary Gunn, and 
Steve Young form the nucleus.
If you are interested in becom­
ing a cei^ffid sciiba diver, check - 
with the registrar for details on 
next.semester’s class. (The local 
YMCA also offers this Jy p e  of 
course.) •
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